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Boltenko Law is a boutique private client legal
practice and tax advisory service. Based in Zurich,
Switzerland, we provide for the needs of wealthy
individuals and their companies.
We guide our clients through an ever-changing
landscape of legal, tax and wealth planning
issues. By taking the complexity out of these
matters, we leave clients free to enjoy their
wealth.
We work to preserve and develop wealth through
long-term planning. Our service is both personal
and ﬂexible; we adjust it to support individual
circumstances. We know the best results come
from good relationships with clients who trust us
and share our values. You will ﬁnd us straight
talking, transparent and friendly, with a ‘can-do’
attitude.
Boltenko Law was founded in January 2017 by
Olga Boltenko. Olga is an English and Russian
qualiﬁed tax and wealth planning expert with
almost 25 years of experience in London, Moscow
and Zurich with major Anglo-Saxon law ﬁrms.

Wealth Structuring
Boltenko Law advises individual clients, their
family ofﬁces, banks, trustees and corporate
administrators on issues of wealth planning.
Many of our clients have varied assets and
interests all over the world. We are often
presented with unique problems with regard to
conﬂicts of tax and succession laws.
We are qualiﬁed to advise on the laws of the UK
and Russia, however, through our almost 25 years
of practical experience and a network of over
4000 strong international contacts, we are able
to provide solutions world-wide. On every project
we strive to put together the best-qualiﬁed team
to help our clients.
Speciﬁcally, we advise on the following issues:

·
·
·
·
·
·
·

International estate planning
Succession planning
Family businesses and continuity
Trusts and foundations
Last Wills
Family governance
Pre-nuptial agreements

Trusts and Foundations
Our advice in relation to trusts and foundations
covers a wide range of services from the
establishment of a trusts/foundations to efﬁcient
dispute resolution.
As our lawyers act as trustees, we have deep
insight into current and developing issues which
adds an extra layer of understanding to our
clients' needs and our ability to provide
comprehensive advice and solutions.
We commonly advise on establishing and
restructuring trusts, both in Switzerland and
overseas. We have a wealth of experience in
setting up purpose trusts, protectorship vehicles
and foundations, all with an eye to relevant tax
requirements.
We also make innovative use of trusts and
related governance structures to help plan for
the efﬁcient transfer of wealth and control of
businesses within a family.

Russian Tax and Legal Advice
for Private Clients
Boltenko Law’s team is qualiﬁed to advise on
various matters of Russian law.
Our main focus is to advise Russian private clients
and their family ofﬁces, banks, administrators and
trustees, on Russian law consequences of
international corporate and private structures, as
well as on relocations abroad.
Speciﬁcally, Boltenko Law advises on:

·
·
·
·
·
·

Taxation of Russian inbound and outbound
corporate structures
Taxation of residential and commercial real
estate
Taxation of Russian tax residence and on
consequences of Russian citizens relocating
abroad
Transfer of assets across generations – tax and
legal
Russian inheritance and family law issues
Wills and probate
Currency control legislation

English Tax and Legal Advice
for Private Clients
Boltenko Law’s team is qualiﬁed to advise on
various matters of English law.
Our main focus is to advise Russian and CIS
private clients and their businesses relocating or
investing to the UK. Among others, we advise on:

·
·
·
·
·
·
·

UK tax residency and domicile issues
Transfer of assets across generations – tax and
legal
UK inheritance and family law issues
Wealth planning and trust drafting
Wills and probate
Taxation of UK inbound and outbound
corporate structures
Taxation of residential and commercial real
estate

International AML and Tax
Compliance
Russian clients have never been more
international. Today, families frequently have
dealings – through residence, birth, marriage or
investments – with multiple countries, and
multiple systems of law. At the same time,
compliance burden and Anti-Money Laundering
(AML) regulations, as well as the domino effect of
the US sanctions, make it increasingly harder for
honest tax-paying Russian businessmen to keep
their money and investments abroad.
The increased international transparency and
introduction of new regulations mean that it
becomes impossible for Russian clients to make
and keep international investments without
being able to explain and document the source
of wealth and without being able to show that
the wealth was reported and taxed. These
measures in combination with increasing
international political pressure on Russia, put
international structures for Russian clients under
ever-increasing scrutiny.

Corporate Tax Structuring
We are qualiﬁed to advise on Russian and UK tax
matters of international taxation. Specializing for
almost 25 years on the matters of international
tax structuring, our team accumulated
knowledge and a range of contacts which allows
us to provide clients with swift and reliable
advice on matters of international taxation
world-wide, including jurisdictions where we are
not qualiﬁed to advise.
Speciﬁcally, Boltenko Law provides a complete
tax strategy for cross-border acquisitions,
disposals, and reorganizations, which covers:

·
·
·
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·
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Structuring initial investment in a tax-efﬁcient
manner
Tax-efﬁcient options to extract the proﬁts
from investment throughout its lifetime
A tax efﬁcient exit strategy to minimize capital
gains tax implications
Private cross border mergers, acquisitions and
corporate reorganizations
Private equity transactions
Joint venture arrangements
Intellectual property and intangibles planning
Real estate taxes and transactions
Double taxation issues

Legal Project Management
Through our almost 25 years of our practical
experience and a network of over 4000
international contacts, we can provide solutions
world-wide.
Through our international reputation, we enjoy
strong “soft power”, what means that our calls
and emails to other service providers are
returned quickly and our clients receive priority
treatment.
We enjoy good personal relationship with other
professionals, what means that we can work on
the projects in a friendly, constructive and
efﬁcient manner so to be able to achieve good
added value for the clients.
We have open engagements with law ﬁrms in
the UK, USA, France, Spain, Germany, Italy,
Switzerland, Cyprus, Monaco, Israel and Russia. It
means that we can arrange for an advice in
multiple jurisdictions as if we were a part of a
large international law ﬁrm.

Residence and Citizenship
Russian political landscape, tax and currency
control rules make Russians, and their family
ofﬁces, look for other jurisdictions. Boltenko Law
advises clients on the variety of available choices
and what they need to know from tax point of
view before relocating.
We are qualiﬁed to advise on the laws of the UK
and Russia, however, through our almost 25 years
of practical experience and an excellent network
of over 4000 strong international contacts we are
able to provide solutions world-wide.
Speciﬁcally, Boltenko Law advises on:

·
·
·
·

Tax residency programs world-wide and ways
to relocate
Alternative citizenships and a second passport
Moving to the UK – tax and immigration
Russian law consequences of relocations

Olga Boltenko
Olga is an English and Russian qualiﬁed tax and
wealth planning expert with almost 25 years of
experience in major Anglo-Saxon law ﬁrms. By
the end of 2016 Olga resigned as partner of
Withers LLP to launch her own boutique law ﬁrm
“Boltenko Law” aiming to add greater value to
her clients. Olga achieves this by devoting more
of her own time to a select number of clients and
by offering effective solutions to problems of
wealthy families.
Managing Partner
T: +41 43 508 8834
M: +41 79 900 2526
E: olga.boltenko@boltenkolaw.com

Evgenia Martin
Evgenia is Senior associate with Boltenko Law
qualiﬁed in Russian law with almost 20 years of
experience in Russian and international tax
consulting. She joined Boltenko Law in
September 2017 to focus on Russian and
international tax consulting, coordination of
international wealth planning and corporate
projects.
Senior Associate
T: +41 43 508 8834
M: +41 79 126 3195
E: evgenia.martin@boltenkolaw.com

Dr. Ariel Sergio Goekmen, Member of the Executive Board, Schroder & Co
Bank AG: “Olga inspires with her personality, her vast knowledge,
insight, ability to summarize complex situation in brevity, humor, it is
simply a delight to work with her.”
Dina Kauffer-George, Senior Partner, Patrimony 1873 SA: “Experts
of Boltenko Law understand both their clients and the use of
trusts; they understand Russian, English and international law,
and the ﬁrm is based in the heart of Switzerland. Perfect
combination for Russian private clients!”
Boris Bruk, Of Counsel, Dentons: “Evgenia has proven to be a rare
combination of profound tax expertise and high
professional ethics. Critical thinking, in-depth knowledge of tax law and
relevant practice and thorough attention to every facet of each case are
just a few points to be mentioned”
Steven Landes, Managing Director, Hawksford UK Services: “I
have dealt with Olga for many years and always found her an
extremely polished professional with a very detailed knowledge of
UK and Russian taxation. She is held in high regard by her clients.
Her clients appreciate her no nonsense approach and the
in-depth knowledge of her subject. Olga is probably the leading
professional adviser for wealthy Russian speaking clients based in
Europe and has a large following which is seen at the popular
conference she organizes each year in Zurich.”

Our Events
Russian Wealth Advisors Forum: this forum is the ﬂagship event of Olga
Boltenko, which she organises and chairs annually in Zurich since 2011. It is
the leading event in the international industry and usually attracts around
200 high-calibre participants from over 20 countries.
The Future of Cyprus for Russian Business: As Russian Business
continues to be very important for the Cyprus Economy, the annual
must-attend evens in Cyprus is “The Future of Cyprus for Russian
Business”, which Olga Boltenko runs for over 5 years in collaboration with
the law ﬁrm Chryssaﬁnis and Polyviou LLC and the Cyprus Chamber of
Commerce and Industry.

Address
Freigutstrasse 8, First Floor
CH 8002 Zürich, Switzerland
T: +41 43 508 8834
E: info@boltenkolaw.com

Location
Our ofﬁce is centrally located at Freigutstrasse 8 in Zurich, Switzerland,
near the Paradeplatz and can be reached from there by heading towards
the Enge railway station.
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